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BY DONALD F. MAATZ JR. 
POINT OF VIEW

     When people learn I served on
board a submarine, the typical reac-
tions range from incredulity to ques-
tions regarding my sanity (perhaps
justified). I suppose the reason is the
mere mention of a submarine conjures
all sorts of imaginative thoughts (How
do you “make” air?). Having served
aboard a submarine many years ago,
now seems like an appropriate time to
share a part of the story.

Let’s Build a Submarine

     The contract to build the Los 
Angeles-class attack submarine, also
known as a 688 (pronounced six-
eighty-eight), that would become the
USS Pittsburgh (SSN-720) was awarded
to the Electric Boat Division in Gro-
ton, Conn., on April 16, 1979. Her keel
was laid down April 15, 1983. She was
launched December 8, 1984, commis-
sioned November 23, 1985 (Fig. 1),
and decommissioned after 35 years of
service on January 17, 2020. However,
the real story is what occurred in be-
tween. It is, in part, a welding story.
     The first time a nuclear submarine
begins to look like a submarine is
when sections of the hull are fabricat-
ed. Submarine hulls are made from dif-
fering specialty steels — Fig. 2. In the
case of the Pittsburgh so many years
ago, it was HY-80, a material with a
high yield strength. This means it is
good at resisting plastic deformation
— a great trait for a submarine hull
subjected to the conditions associated
with life under the water. But what
forces of nature are at work when you
go beneath the waves?
     To help illustrate this, I will use an
example of a simple cylinder whose sur-
face area (not including the ends) is
2r*h. To compare with another exam-
ple, my home’s hot water tank has a di-
ameter of 20 in. and a height of 59 in.,
which equals to 3705 in.2. The weight
of water equates to 44 lb/in.2 at a depth
of 100 ft. So if the hull was as small as
my hot water tank, at a depth of 100 ft,
the force exerted against the cylinder
would be about 163,000 lb. The Pitts-
burgh was 33 ft in diameter. This means

at a depth of 100 ft, the ship’s pressure
vessel was subjected to about 65,000
tons of force, every drop of it trying to
collapse the boat into itself.
     Once completed, the sections are
spotted — larger components (think
almost anything bigger than a person)
placed inside — and welded. While all
of this is fairly straight forward, none
of it is easy. HY-80 is hardenable, and
the welding procedures have to ac-
count for this. The people at Electric
Boat did their job well because the
rise/dive ratio for the Pittsburgh
stayed at one. In fact, over the course
of her career, she made more than
1000 dives. Not many submarines
have done that.
     Despite its immense strength, the
hull of a submarine moves while un-
derway. We, of course, had our own
way of demonstrating this. Specifical-
ly, to indoctrinate new folks, we would
once in a while tie a line across the en-
gine room while in port. Once sub-
merged, the line would sag to the deck.
We then retied the line and waited for
the boat to surface and the line to
snap. It was an effective expression of

the respect one had to have for the en-
vironment in which we lived.
     The fabrication of the hull was
highlighted, as it is the most visible
part of any submarine. However, one
should not ignore all of the other
welded, soldered, or brazed connec-
tions required to complete the assem-
bly of the myriad of internal systems
that exist in a nuclear submarine.
Frankly, it is impossible to overstate
the enormity of what was accom-
plished during her construction and
the skill level required to pull it off.

Learning (The Navy Way)

     Prior to reporting to the Pittsburgh,
I was in the training pipeline required
of those who decided to serve our
country. The details are not important,
but to any “navy-nuc” of my era, the
following 24-month-long progression
will sound familiar: boot camp and Ma-
chinist Mate A-School, temporary duty
on USS Barney (DDG-6), nuclear power
school, and finally, S8G prototype.
However, I had one more stop to make
before getting my first look at what

A Memory of the USS Pittsburgh

Pictured is the USS Pittsburgh (SSN-720) moored out. The submarine was launched
in 1984 and decommissioned, after 35 years of service, in 2020.
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would be my home for four years —
the Navy’s Emergency Welding School.
     The Emergency Repair Welder (NEC
3351) is a nuclear-trained Machinist
Mate who successfully completes an in-
tensive 12-week training course, and
his or her function is to provide any
emergency repairs required to get the
ship back to port. The school was
taught by U.S. Navy Hull Maintenance

Technicians, and let me tell you, those
guys were good. A truncated overview
of the curriculum indicated that we
were about to be subjected to a large
firehose of information. We, essential-
ly, had to be able to repair any weld on
the boat, for example,

• Shielded metal arc welding for
steel, 300-series stainless, and Monel®;

• Oxyacetylene to include bronze/
copper torch brazing; and 

• Gas tungsten arc welding for 300-
series stainless and Inconel® pipes.

     To graduate, proficiency had to be
demonstrated with each process and
material. This included passing radi-
ographic testing inspection on both
stainless and Inconel. To get past this
hurdle, we were required to prep the
pipe ends, fit the consumable insert,
pull it, fill the joint, and use a rotary
file to finish the profile. It was also on
a 1-in. schedule-80 pipe in a confined
space, and the pipe we were welding
on was only secured at one end; there-
fore, if we applied the heat incorrectly
and it moved too far from true, we
were instructed to try it again. But it
was a great learning experience. I was
now ready to head out to the fleet.

Away We Go!

     The Pittsburgh and I did not meet
until two months before her launch.
By this time, she looked very much
like a submarine. For context, the
shipyard is not where a vessel looks its
best. One need to only look at the
large number of cables and hoses run-
ning into and out of the vessel to see
that this was, hopefully, a temporary
condition. As was typical for boats of
her era, the Pittsburgh was built with
her stern to the water, and that is how
she entered her natural environment
for the first time, with me on board.
     I could try to describe the vibrant
sun and crisp December air enveloping
us that morning and maybe the stiff
breeze that was making it feel even
colder. I might try to depict how the
entire boat was, for the first time,
completely unencumbered (not a line
or cable to be seen) and perched, al-
most precariously it seemed, upon the
ramp we called “the ways” leading to
the water’s edge and ready for its ini-
tial big step. Or perhaps, I could en-
deavor to convey the unnatural feeling
of the boat starting to move, rather
rapidly I might add, after hearing a
muted thud as something was knocked
free (after she was christened and 
the champagne bottle was broken 
by the ship’s sponsor, Dr. Carolyn
Sawyer). But a picture is worth a 
thousand words, and in some cases, a
video is better — Fig. 3. Oh, what a
ride it was!

Fig. 1 — Commissioning of the USS Pittsburgh (SSN-720).

Fig. 2 — Example of a submarine hull thickness.
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Out to the Fleet

     Once all the pomp and circum-
stance was over, it was time to get to
work, and that meant heading out to
sea. Before being let out on your own,
one needs to prove the capability of
heading out and safely coming back.
Think of a teenage driver. The first
time behind the wheel is never a solo
endeavor. To that end, there were
many tests, drills, sea trials, and
whole-boat certifications accom-
plished. The litany of items (not to
mention the required hours) was long.
A very partial list from that period of
my life would include acronyms that
make sense only to a sub-sailor, such
as NAVSEA; ORSE; NR; COMSUB-
LANT; and many others.
     The balance of my time on the
Pittsburgh consisted of doing more
things than I could possibly name, in-
cluding stopping at ports of call in the
Caribbean, Mediterranean, and the
UK; becoming a ‘Blue Nose’ when we
ventured above the Arctic Circle; run-
ning more drills than it would be pos-
sible to recount; being qualified for

every M-Division watch station; and
operating the engine room in every
condition imaginable. What sort of
conditions am I talking about? Being
on the surface and rolling back and
forth like a cork, sometimes as much
as 45 deg, or going through an extend-
ed shutdown and working between the
mains when the temperature was
north of 125˚F. But it all became part
of what you did to get the job done.
     I actually needed to break out the
welding machine a few times, with the
most common reason being my annual
qualification. In one instance, we
needed to remove and reattach a
bracket to access equipment requiring
service. My only actual repair weld (a
small support pin on an air dryer) re-
quired me to craft a weld hood out of
duct tape to get in far enough to see
what I was doing. That was it. Electric
Boat built us a good one.

All Good Things. . .

     In the four years on board the Pitts-
burgh, I spent about 19 months under-
water, a number that often makes

folks look at me askance. But all good
things must come to an end, both my
time on board and for the Pittsburgh
herself.
     This brings us to the real story of
the Pittsburgh — the fine folks who
served aboard her. They did the ordi-
nary in an extraordinary way. So while
the physical entity that is the Pitts-
burgh is no more, the stories, memo-
ries, and feelings are still there, and
that is what’s really important. To 
say I am proud to have been a very
small part of that legacy is a vast 
understatement.
     The De-Commissioning Ceremony
can be found on the Sub Group 9 Face-
book page or YouTube (type USS Pitts-
burgh SSN-720 Inactivation). As one
would expect, it was a formal, moving,
and solemn event punctuated by more
than a few laughs — a magnificent job
by all. Also, I want to send a special ac-
knowledgment to the 14th (and last)
commanding officer of the Pittsburgh,
CDR Jason Deichler, and his entire
crew. They were gracious hosts
throughout and made the trip both
memorable and enjoyable. Finally, if
you attended, or watched online, the
sharp-eared might notice I lifted a few
comments from CDR Deichler’s re-
marks. Thank you for the great and
wonderful words, sir. I did not even
want to attempt to say it better
myself.

Epilogue

     On April 15, 2020, the ensign of
the USS Pittsburgh (SSN-720) was low-
ered for the final time. The last com-
manding officer of the Pittsburgh com-
pleted the transfer of the vessel to the
Puget Sound Naval Shipyard, officially
concluding the decommissioning
process. This final act coincided exact-
ly 37 years to the day her keel was laid
down at Electric Boat. WJ

Fig. 3 — Launch of the USS Pittsburgh (SSN-720). Readers can view the launch on
YouTube at the 28:00 min mark (youtube.com/watch?v=KjUsrDf-G-k).
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